Sealing of ALL true/original birth records, "across the board," even in so-called "open"
adoptions, "protects" nothing and no one -- except baby brokers and agencies' concealing illegal
methods for procuring "adoptable" babies and the adoptees' outcomes-- (current example: NO
ONE knows WHERE the immigrant children who are still being illegally separated from their
parents at the California Mexico border and sent to unknown locations, reportedly to 16 different
states, allegedly including Connecticut, have actually ended up nor whether they have been
adopted or sold to sex traffickers, ets. -- government protected child stealing) -- State sealed
birth/adoption records laws are said to give "different rights" to adopted adults depending on
state of birth/adoption in violation of the Constitution's Equal Protection clause. For PROOF
as to how sealed records NEGATIVELY impact child and adult adoptees' outcomes, and is
NOT in their "best interests," refer to the following in-depth PAPERBACK books, available
with Descriptions and "Look Inside" sample pages, at Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Lori-Carangelo/e/B001KCH348 -- or I'll be happy to email FREE PDF
versions to CT legislators involved with SB 972, on request :


"ADOPTED KILLERS - 430 Adoptees Who Killed - How and Why They Did It" (pub.
2019 - 294 pages- studies, stats, newssstories, sources, photos);



"CHOSEN CHILDREN 2019 - People As Commodities in America's Multi-Billion
Dollar Failed Foster Care, Adoption and Prison Industries" (383 pages; previous
2002 edition was published by Schenkman Scholarly Books, and revised since)";



"CARANGELO v. CONNECTICUT - A Case of Lifelong Opposition to Government
Protected Child Stealing" (pub. 2018. includes actual state & U.S. Supreme Court briefs
and how a U.S. Supreme Court Law Clerk/corporate lawyer/special interest got it thrown
to the STATE of CT despite Federal District Court Judge Burns in New Haven deciding
the case met requirements for jurisdiction as "an important FEDERAL question "because
the State is prejudiced re suits against the State );



"THE ADOPTION AND DONOR CONCEPTION FACTBOOK - The Only
Comprehensive Source of U.S. & Global Data on the Invisible Families of Adoption,
Foster Care & Donor Conception" (revised 2018 by Access Press; 2014 edition was
published by Genealogical Publishing/Clearfield Books, Boston);



"ADOPTION UNCENSORED -A 30-Year Collection of Selected Letters to AmFOR,
1977-2008 from (mostly CONNECTICUT) Legislators, Agencies, Attorneys,
Organizations and Others on Adoption Issues" (a FREE Download at
http://LoriCarangelo.com/uncensored - Paperback version in progress)

Respectfully,
LORI CARANGELO -

